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This systematic review assessed numerous factors that might be
considered intermediary, effect modifying, predictor or

confounding variables in relation to clinical recovery from
concussion. 
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The strongest and most consistent predictor of slower recovery
from concussion was greater severity of a person’s acute and
subacute symptoms following injury. 

Having a low-level of symptoms in the first day or two following
injury was a favorable prognostic indicator. 

Children, adolescents and young adults with a pre-injury history of
mental health problems or migraine headaches appear to be at
somewhat greater risk for having symptoms greater than 1month. 

Screening for risk factors associated with slow recovery may help
inform better treatment timelines for those at risk. 

K E Y  F I N D I N G S
101 articles included. 
Major methodological differences across the studies. 
Many different clinical outcomes were measured.

Most Consistent Predictor of Slower Recovery:
Severity of acute and subacute symptoms. 

Risk Factors for Persistent Symptoms:
Development of headaches or depression lasting greater than a month.
Pre-injury history of mental health problems.
Teenage years (in High-school) Females > Males

Those with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or learning disabilities
do not appear to be at substantially greater risk. 
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The study examined the association of standardized and
clinically applicable foot and ankle structural and 

functional characteristics with history of falling in older 
people. Falls affect ~1 in 3 older people, and foot problem

are amongst the modifiable potential risk factors. 
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This systematic review analyzed the possible long-term
effects of sport-related concussions, including risk for

Alzheimer’s disease and CTE.
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There is emerging evidence that some retired athletes have
mild cognitive impairment, neuroimaging abnormalities and
differences in brain metabolism disproportionate to their age.

Survey studies reveal that a minority of former collegiate and
professional collision sport athletes have depression and/or
cognitive decline.

Autopsy cases of former athletes have revealed diverse forms
of neuropathology, including irregularly distributed depths of
cortical sulci.

Preliminary consensus criteria now exists for defining the
neuropathology of CTE. 

K E Y  F I N D I N G S
47 studies included.

Some former athletes had depression and cognitive deficits later in life, which is
associated with multiple prior concussions. 

Former athletes were not found to be at an increased risk for death by suicide.

Former high school American football players do not appear to be at increased
risk for later life neurodegenerative diseases.

Some retired NFL players may be at increased risk for diminishment in cognitive
functioning or mild cognitive impairment, and neurodegenerative diseases. 

Neuroimaging studies show modest evidence of macrostructural,
microstructural, functional and neurochemical changes in some athletes.
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This systematic review evaluated and integrated all
available evidence on the classification of SRC

symptoms into clusters.  
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Osteopathic techniques employed in this study were
not accurate in terms of direct treatment to specific
motion segments assessed to be pathologic. 

The influence on neural variables may not need
segmental specificity to create a clinical effect.

The average error was 1 spinal segment away, which
mimics the accuracy of chiropractic manipulations.

K E Y  F I N D I N G S
22 articles included; Evidence for the existence of 5 subtypes. 

Migraine Cluster Symptoms:
Headache,. Sensitivity to light, Sensitivity to noise, Nausea
Cognitive–emotional Cluster Symptoms:
Difficulty concentrating & remembering, Fogginess, Feeling more emotional, Irritability,
Feeling slowed down, Sadness, Nervousness.
Sleep–emotional Cluster Symptoms:
Trouble falling asleep,. Sleeping less, Feeling more emotional, Irritability, Sleeping more,
Sadness, Nervousness
Neurological Cluster Symptoms:
Blurred vision, Vomiting, Neck pain, Pressure in head, Visual problems, Double vision
Undefined feelings Cluster Symptoms:
"Don't feel right", Confusion

19 studies found associations between SRC symptom clusters and clinical outcomes.

M A I N  T A K E A W A Y S
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There is robust evidence for the existence of SRC
symptom subtypes. 

There is evidence to support at least 5 SRC clusters. 

Clusters mapping to the migraine cluster were most
frequently reported in the literature.

There is clinical relevance of SRC symptom subtyping, as
each had different symptom associations and clinic
outcomes. 
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